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The EW 100 Workstation from S&S X-Ray Products is an ergonomically designed computer workstation for
unparalleled comfort and productivity in the viewing and interpretation of Radiology PACS images.
Features:
Two individually-controlled motorized desktops:
Desktops travel up and down, and allow adjustment to the optimal working height of the keyboard/workdesk
in relation to the optimal viewing height of the computer monitors for different sized radiologists, whether
sitting or standing. Height adjustment switches are conveniently located under the work surface.
Indirect lighting:
Carefully positioned lights under the work surface provide adjustable ambient illumination to attain proper
background lighting while minimizing eye fatigue.
Base bracket for a Personal Computer:
A support tray for the CPU is conveniently located on the base of the workstation, protecting the CPU,
maximizing legroom, and freeing up active worksurface. An optional second tray is available for multiple
computers.
Power outlets:
Two convenient power strips are incorporated into the unit for dictation equipment or other auxiliary power
requirements.
Cable management system:
Cables are carefully routed to keep them unobtrusive, prevent cable clutter, and protect the user.
Built to last:
The EW100 workstation manufacture incorporates a heavy gauge steel frame with a powder coat painted
finish. The result is product durability and outstanding aesthetics.
The EW100 features abundant counter space for keyboards, monitors and other ancillary equipment.
Options:
*Computerized control of desk heights with programmable presets:
Comfortable desk heights for different individuals, whether standing or sitting, can be automatically
programmed into the unit's memory. The radiologist need only select his corresponding preset, and the unit
will return to the previously selected heights.
* Ambient lighting presets:
The user can select one of 5 fixed ambient lighting settings.
* Fixed or adjustable monitor arms, clipboard holder, telephone platform, task lights
* Battery power solutions for mobile configurations of the workstation.
* X-Ray film illuminators for the concomitant review of previous hardcopy images.

From S&S X-Ray Products, Inc. - the leader in radiology image display for >50 years.
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